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by contrast, hindi film stars like shah rukh khan and salman khan have become international superstars, and their influence has seeped into the u.s. market. in an attempt to bridge the bollywood-hollywood divide, bollywood and hollywood are cooperating on
movies, including a forthcoming chaiyya chaiyya-inspired film called little big soldier, about a soldier who blows the whistle on the u. military's role in iraq. shah rukh khan's red chillies entertainment is planning to release the first hollywood-bollywood

coproduction, the dirty picture, a remake of the controversial tamil sex comedy thuppakki in 2010. and the top bollywood filmmakers are slowly collaborating with hollywood to create a new, indian-grown hollywood. bollywood is attractive because of its deeper
emotional content and larger, more diverse audience, kumar says. bollywood songs can tap into people's emotional and spiritual needs. "there is something about bollywood movies that resonates deep down in people," he says. today, bollywood movies are
among the best-selling movies in the u.s., where they are most popular among people in the 18-to-34 age group, kumar says. in india, where bollywood is popular among older people, there are approximately 320 million bollywood fans. saavn is building its

content on a platform that can aggregate a number of content providers. unlike music, movies are a much bigger space. "shenoy is a very big fan of the bollywood music business. he knows that it is the biggest music business in india," says a person familiar
with the matter. "he thinks it has the potential to be the biggest music business in the world. he is going to start from scratch here." 5ec8ef588b
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